Traffic Parts, Inc started business in Spring, Texas in 1987 selling replacement parts for electromechanical controllers. Since then we have expanded into a full line of signal hardware, vehicle and pedestrian signals, and warning systems for side of road and over the road installation in both electrical and solar versions. We currently operate out of our 50,000 square foot warehouse in Conroe, Texas from 800a to 500p CST, M-F.

Our signals and hardware are at work in all 50 states plus Canada and Mexico. We are familiar with most state specifications and offer our hardware in iron, brass or aluminum. Our signals are available in both PC and AL versions. We support virtually all methods of signal mounting used in the United States with a full array of optional features including paint color, stainless steel hardware and directional locking features.

At Traffic Parts, Inc we know that getting your signals running is of critical importance and that your time is very valuable. That's why we do not employ a telephone maze for you to navigate. Instead, a Liver person (usually one of our skilled salespersons) will answer the phone. If they are all busy, then a live receptionist will answer and get you through as quickly as possible. We don't think you like talking to a machine any more than we do. We have done it this way since 1987.

At Traffic Parts, Inc we also believe in fair and straightforward pricing. We offer NET30 accounts to qualified applicants and we accept credit cards (VISA, MC, AMEX) or COD from all others. We don't play games with “shipping and handling” like many other suppliers. We charge you what it costs us. We ship via UPS and Fedex and you may elect to ship using your UPS or Fedex account number – simple as that. “Handling charges” (what is that anyway?) annoy us as much as they annoy you. We never impose a handling charge unless our supplier imposes one on us for a special or small factory order. We collect sales tax only on orders shipped to a Texas destination (unless you supply us with an exemption certificate).

We sell to all 50 states as well as to the US territories and to Canada and Mexico. If you don't see what you need, please call and our experienced salespeople will assist you.